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all NIGP.. The diodeÂ .… and I owe it
all to the chateau A long time ago,
one of the first things I did on the
chateau was install the sawdust
extractor, installing insulation beneath
the concrete slab and installing a slab
sink and faucet to ensure that there
was at least the potential for self-
sufficient living. There was nothing
more disheartening than waking up
and knowing that there was no water
for… well, practically anything. Or
worse, discovering that the roof was
leaking, making me liable for damage
to the building. It was quite a time…
Back then I was just saving myself,
not necessarily money. But today, I
can’t wait to get my hands on any
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excess income. I have so many plans.
Not only does my great grandmother
have a small but exquisite collection
of china (which means I can finally get
rid of that mismatched set), I have
ideas for the inside. For example, I
have had a hankering for a wood
burning stove ever since I moved
here. The house will also have a wood
burning fireplace and a couple of
antique gas log sets (the more to have
for the next place). Anyway, back to
what I was writing about… Over the
course of the last few years, the
ownership of the building has changed
hands twice. Both times the owner (or
maybe it was a group) offered to offer
me a deal where they would sell
everything to me (rent-free) once I
restored the outside (including
exterior lighting, roof, fixtures, and
electrical) to his/her satisfaction, one
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of those offer I had accepted (but then
backed out of, since it was too much
work for me at the time). I can now
say that I am very much the
beneficiary of my hard work and
diligence. All of those plans I
mentioned are going to be put to use.
I am very excited to see what I can do
with the inside of the house. I am
confident that I will have a fully
functional, well-insulated, liveable,
and light-filled home in no time.---
layout: post title: "Opinions: Do you
treat employees like family or like
employees?" author:
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